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ABSTRACT
ICT is expected to form 21% of global electricity demand in 2030, and
history has shown that efficiency gains in Internet infrastructure
aiming to curtail such impacts are far outstripped by the growth in
data traffic. We need to reduce demand for Internet connectivity,
yet encouraging moderate interactions with digital devices and online services could potentially benefit users. HCI designs have been
suggested for moderate interactions and Internet usage, most commonly on smartphones—but it’s currently unclear whether these
interventions can actually be implemented and tested to understand
the user and environmental impacts. In this paper, we review features for understanding and manipulating data traffic in accordance
with the stock Android and iOS development libraries to better
scope the potential for implementing moderate and sustainable digital experiences. Specifically, we outline the intervention features
plausible for Android implementation, and we provide reasoning
for why iOS is currently too restrictive. We hope our analysis will
break down barriers for researchers interested in this work, or make
it easier for them to consider sustainability in their own device or
service interventions. We also discuss opportunities for better data
traffic consideration in mobile operating systems by 2030.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The development and adoption of Internet-connected devices and
services enable many positive actions for people in their everyday lives—making activities, such as communicating with family
or friends across the world, more frequent and potentially richer
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through pictures and video. Yet there are increasing concerns about
the negative impacts that these services and devices have on the
very users that access these technologies, such as issues of addiction
and mental wellbeing [2, 5, 11, 12, 93]. Coinciding with these are
environmental concerns over the rate of growth in Internet connectivity and the resources needed to power the Internet infrastructure,
with ICT expected to grow to about 21% of our global electricity
consumption by 2030 [3].
Energy efficiencies in the Internet infrastructure are required
to prevent the expected trajectories in Internet growth, but these
follow a reinforcement feedback cycle whereby: efficiencies in the
infrastructure allow for new data-intensive services to be designed,
which drives demand for such services, and ultimately leads to
further growth and required efficiencies in the infrastructure [73].
Instead, we need to ensure that the demand for Internet connectivity
does not continue to eliminate the energy savings from improved
efficiency. In 2019, it was positioned to the ‘Computing within Limits’ community that Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) designs
promoting ‘moderate’ Internet use could be a positive mechanism
for reducing the demand for data and encouraging more sustainable
use of devices and services [97]. Widdicks and Pargman specifically
point out how reductions in Internet data could be embedded within
research areas aiming to improve users’ digital wellbeing, work
productivity, online privacy and relationships with others [97].
The need to decrease the demand for Internet data and use is particularly relevant for smartphones. The traffic consumption from
these devices is expected to grow, increasing 10 times for mobile
data between 2016–2022 [36] and forming 50% of total global Internet traffic by 2022 (growing from 23% in 2017) [16]. Smartphones
are also the most commonly used device composing 68% of the total
time people spend online, with mobile devices forming 75% of time
online once tablets are considered [63]. But given our prior knowledge of attempting Internet traffic logging on such devices [54, 95],
the feasibility of implementing moderate Internet use has been
questioned [97]. In fact, a research app previously used for Internet
demand analysis on Android devices [95] recently became deprecated [1]—further sparking our concern for the ability to develop
future research and systems in this domain.
With this in mind, this paper uncovers the practicable and plausible software features that we might require to create moderate
online interactions on smartphones. Through in-depth trawling of
mobile operating system (OS) libraries and online developer forums,
we provide an overview of what can currently be developed on
the Android platform (85.9% market share in 2017 [85]) and offer
an understanding of why Apple’s iOS is presently too restrictive
for creating moderate Internet use. We hope that this analysis will
break down barriers for other HCI researchers (particularly those
working on digital wellbeing [13]) to consider Internet demand in
their own smartphone usage interventions—at least in the short
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term. Yet, given OSs change often and rapidly, the main purpose of
this paper is instead to highlight the challenging nature of creating
mobile software interventions. From this, we offer a discussion of
the opportunities in this space, and directions for change in the
technology industry, in order for moderate Internet use to become
possible in future systems of the year 2030.

2

BACKGROUND

In sustainable HCI, there is a growing body of work investigating
“data demand”, i.e. “the demand for online services and network connectivity” [54], given the environmental impacts of the Internet
infrastructure. Researchers have uncovered data demand across
mobile devices [54, 95] and for specific demanding activities such
as watching [96], as well as the opportunities to reduce traffic consumption in digital service design [73]. Adopting more sustainable
HCI designs can have a great impact given the popularity of a
service, e.g. turning off video content for music which is only listened to on YouTube can have a comparable emissions reduction
to running a data centre on renewable energy [74].
To continue to reduce data demand in a way which works positively for users, Widdicks and Pargman [97] suggest creating more
moderate use of Internet-connected devices and services. They
build upon arguments for more positive approaches to sustainability [57], and offer opportunities for embedding data demand
reductions through societal research areas investigating digital
wellbeing, work productivity, relationships with others and privacy [97]. This was motivated by rising concerns over the societal
impacts of our connected lives and the recent drive to encourage
users to spend less time online. Large technology corporations have
introduced time-based controls (e.g. Apple [60], Google [88], Facebook and Instagram [76]) and applications to block services exist
(e.g. Hold [43], Forest [38], StayFocusd [86], Cold Turkey [90])—
aiming to help users be more focused on their time in the physical
world, such as for work or spending quality time with friends. Most
recently, these rising concerns have sparked a new field of exploring ‘digital wellbeing’ in HCI research aiming for more positive
experiences with technology [10, 13, 79].
In these broader areas of HCI that aim to alleviate the negative
impacts of device or service use on users, different interaction interventions have been designed, developed or evaluated to mitigate
technology overuse and improve users’ self-control [56]. Kim et al.
have explored interaction lockout techniques, investigating a voluntary self-interruption tool to block use across multiple devices [48],
as well as different strengths of restrictions [49]. Building on this
work [48], Tseng et al. investigate a ‘negotiable’ blocking system for
reducing online distractions in the workplace [89]. Through a more
pervasive design approach, “frictions” and “micro-boundaries” to
prevent “mindless” technology use [18] have been discussed (e.g. a
typing task for smartphone unlocking [50]) or utilise nudge theory
and negative reinforcement to reduce digital consumption [64].
Some of this prior work actually prototypes and tests interventions to smartphone use [49, 64], meaning it is obvious that there
are opportunities for developing software interventions on these
mobile platforms to adapt users’ device and app use. However, our
prior knowledge and work in the field of data demand has found
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manipulating Internet traffic is not quite as straight forward [97]—
meaning that embedding data reductions into broader themes of
HCI (e.g. digital wellbeing) through moderate Internet use is perhaps more challenging. But how can smartphone interventions
currently monitor and limit data traffic, and how can we make
it easier for HCI researchers and service designers to take data
demand into account going forward? Given the drive for digital
wellbeing applications and for devices and services to promote less
time online, how can we fully utilise this opportunity to promote
more sustainable Internet consumption so that it’s less likely for
2030’s technology systems to continue to contribute to the endless
cycle of data growth?
In this paper, we begin to unpack these questions in relation
to the popular mobile software platforms created by Apple and
Google. Utilising our experience of HCI research and data demand,
we explore the software features required to understand and manipulate data traffic on mobile operating systems—outlining the
possibilities on Android, and providing an explanation of why iOS
is currently too restrictive for such developments.
The most relevant prior work in software development has
tended to address certain, specific application domains, for example:
technical limitations for app design for social media [78]; forensic
tools on Android [77]; a quality assessment of current wellbeing
apps [19]; the power consumption of applications and particular
development methods [20, 65]; and developing secure code [61].
There has also been much work exploring the general challenges of
app design and creation on mobile platforms [6, 47]. However, none
of these address the specific implementation of software which aims
to enable more moderate Internet use. Thus, we begin by exploring
the current scope of these tools on Android in 2020.

3

ANDROID SCOPE IN 2020

In this section, we iterate through six core features that are essential, or potentially useful, for reducing data demand through
more moderate Internet use on mobile devices. These features are
derived from sampling existing or proposed interventions. For each
feature, we explain why it would be relevant in this design space
and whether it is plausible to implement it on Android smartphones
and tablets—offering workarounds and alternatives where OS restrictions are met. This involved a member of the research team
carrying out at least one month of in-depth trawling of API (Application Programming Interfaces) and operating system libraries
(e.g. Android Developer), developer forums (e.g. Stack Overflow)
and news articles which we cite to back-up our analysis. To the
best of our knowledge, the information we provide in this section
is up-to-date as of March 2020.

3.1

Running interventions continuously

In order for intervention apps to track aspects of data demand,
and take action to moderate Internet use, it will likely need to run
services in the ‘foreground’; this means an intervention can run
continuously without being ‘killed’ by the Android OS attempting
to free up resources. An example of such a service is a music player,
which wont be stopped by the Android OS if left playing whilst
using other applications. Running services in the foreground is
required by many mobile interventions which need to take actions
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in ‘real time’, e.g. for tracking screen time or app usage, logging data
throughput in bytes, and employing interventions such as Internet
‘speedbumps’ [94] (i.e. the purposeful throttling of bandwidth) [cf.
51, 54, 64, 97]. Without this foreground service, data usage (e.g.
data usage per application, see section 3.2) could only be retrieved
when the intervention is launched and in focus to perform the
data gathering; this launching action is taken by the user, limiting
the intervention’s ability to understand or automatically moderate
Internet use in real time.
To set up foreground service running in Android, the appropriate
notification channel needs to be established; this ensures that the
user is aware an intervention app is running a service, and prevents
the existence of potentially malicious foreground services without
the user’s consent [31, 32]. Foreground services on Android can be
developed as long as they do not use excessive system resources; any
loops used should contain code that slows down their execution [31].
This means that, if developed efficiently, running an intervention to
moderate Internet use continuously is possible and indeed critical
to many of their operations.

3.2

Logging Internet Traffic

Logging Internet traffic to and from the device is clearly required
to understand data demand, allowing apps to be targeted that put
strain on the network (e.g. through large updates, many background
processes, or high usage from the user themselves) as well as determining if a given intervention reduces data demand successfully.
It is possible to record overall throughput for the device using the
‘TrafficStats’ API, but this no longer provides data use on a per
application basis [33]. Instead, a ‘-1 unsupported’ error would be
returned for per app data statistics as this access was depreciated in
Android 4.1 (JellyBean) due to security issues of revealing transport
layer information [33]. However, it is possible to get a breakdown
of WiFi or mobile data throughput over a given time period for
specific applications, or since their instillation, by combining data
from the ‘Package Manager’ and ’Network Stats Manager’ APIs in
Android 8 (Oreo). Package Manager can be used to retrieve a list
of all installed applications on the device, and its corresponding
metadata held in a ’ApplicationInfo’ data structure. This data can
hence be used to create a breakdown of app process IDs that can be
fed into the NetworkStatsManager ‘Query Details for UID’ method
to obtain throughput information on each application [26, 29].
Alternatively, it would be possible to roughly attribute throughput to apps based on the current foreground activity and total
Internet usage (e.g. using the TrafficStats API)—but this comes with
its own issues of accuracy given apps can demand data in the background (i.e. when the user is not interacting with the app) [33].
It is easier to instead investigate foreground vs. background data
demand as a whole, logging overall traffic consumption as well
as when the user is, or is not, accessing their device (e.g. if the
device is on/off or locked/unlocked using the ‘isInteractive’ call
that is part of the ‘PowerManager’ API) [30, 66]. On the reverse,
interventions could infer what type of app is being used based on
the amount of data being transferred (e.g. high data volumes would
suggest video streaming) and take appropriate moderation action,
but this would obviously require some assumptions. Overall, it is
currently difficult to gain an accurate reflection of data demand

and its potential reduction across apps or activities from moderate
Internet use interventions and better, more reliable tools would be
required for future work.

3.3

Logging screen time

Logging app screen time is important in understanding what apps
are used the most and when. App use does not directly correlate to
data demand, e.g. data could be demanded whilst the smartphone or
application is not in use. However, utilising this knowledge could
be useful for uncovering how device use and data demand fits into
users’ everyday life, as well as to enforce traffic limits or interventions focused on screen time. Such understandings of screen time
have been required by device or app intervention designs or prototypes explored in prior work [48, 51, 53, 64, 96]. In Android, it is
possible to get a breakdown of screen time per app since installation
or over a given time period, the last time used and more through
the ‘UsageStatsManager’ API. UsageStatsManager’s ‘queryUsageStats’ method returns a list of ‘UsageStats’ data structures, one for
each application, which can be queried to retrieve the desired information [34]. It is possible to know when the application was
installed, last used and its total time in foreground [29] as seen
above, hence we can begin to determine how data demand is linked
with screen time by querying periods such as between the current
time and an applications last used time to track data demand when
the application is not being used.
Unfortunately this method does not offer a ‘live’ view of usage
statistics, as the statistics only update when apps are closed or refreshed; this means that if you were to launch application X for the
first time, the usage statistic for application X would stay at 0 until
it was closed or refreshed. A workaround for this is to implement
your own internal counter running in a foreground service, see
section 3.1). This can be achieved by obtaining the current application in focus, detected by checking the foreground activity, and
using the OS’s built-in time library (introduced in Android 8 (Oreo))
to increase a counter for that application accurately, at least until
the UsageStats are updated [7, 24, 31]. Internal counters could be
reset at the end of each day for example, or when an application
is no longer being moderated. On the same front, Android 9 (Pie)
saw the release of Android’s official ‘Digital Wellbeing’ app which
tracks time in app and various usage measures (e.g. number of
times opened) in far greater detail than previous OS versions offered which holds great potential over current tools—as this app has
system level privileges however, the same data will not be available
to third party developers despite its potential to greatly ease the
creation of new intervention applications [4, 45].

3.4

Toggling WiFi and mobile data settings

Limiting or disabling access to WiFi and mobile data is one clear way
to intervene with data demand—as pointed out by prior work [54,
72, 96, 97]. This is particularly relevant for mobile data access (e.g.
3G, 4G) which is expected to be more energy-intensive than WiFi
networks [54]. Whilst Android devices offer features to determine
whether they are connected to mobile or WiFi networks [25], throttling bandwidth to limit Internet access speeds is not possible without root access to the device or creating your own private network
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and manually adjusting it [69, 82]. This means that bandwidth throttling would be required at a lower level (e.g. a household router)
to increase loading times on devices or force them into a ‘low data
mode’ [41, 80, 96]. As for disabling WiFi completely, it is possible to
programmatically turn WiFi on or off up to Android 9 (Pie) using
the ‘WifiManager’—but that access has now been revoked for future
Android versions, a step backwards for intervention developers [35].
Furthermore, it has not been possible to do the same for mobile
data since Android 2.2 (Froyo) [67, 99]. In Android versions before
9 (Pie), it would nonetheless be unethical to turn off WiFi access
without also turning off mobile data because users may incur high
data usage costs if they do not realise this has happened (a reason
for why this software feature is not available in iOS—discussed in
section 4).
A possible workaround to the problem of being unable to programmatically toggle mobile data connectivity is to continuously
display the mobile data options screen to the user whilst mobile
data is still enabled [17, 83]—forcing the user to switch mobile data
off themselves before being able to access other applications. However, this is obviously an intrusive and forceful approach which will
no doubt create a frustrating user experience, and even then would
require an option for the user to cancel the intervention in-case
access to mobile data was essential. For blocking internet connectivity to specific applications instead of phone-wide, a Virtual Private
Network (VPN) application is a possible way forward for moderate
Internet use interventions as they would offer far more control over
the network [81].

3.5

Managing notifications and device modes

OS features provided by Android and Apple offer notification blocking through automatic enabling of ‘do not disturb’ modes [4, 60],
and similar interventions to data demand in HCI have been discussed [54, 94]. By manipulating the notification delivery and device modes, there is the expectation that the device will reduce
the impact it has on users’ attention given notifications can be
perceived as disruptive; this may therefore help to create more
moderate Internet use for the user and therefore reduce the associated data traffic. Achieving this effect is possible in Android using
the ‘NotificationManager’ and ‘AudioManager’ features, device
modes can be adapted between ‘do not disturb’ (silent), vibrate and
ringer [22, 28]. The disadvantage to this approach is that changes
will apply system-wide, and disabling notifications for specific applications can only currently be done through Android’s own OS
settings menu [42]—hence it is not possible to create an intervention
that toggles notifications for certain applications only.
Google’s new digital wellbeing application for Android 10 (Q) is
set to include a ‘pause’ feature as part of its ‘focus mode’, which will
block access to, and notifications from, specific applications that
the user determines as ‘distracting’ for the rest of the day—greying
out the app icon in menus to visually show that the application
is currently ‘paused’ [14, 37, 39]. Although only in its Beta phase,
this will be the first system-supported option for users to disable
notifications and access to specific applications temporarily, and
then have them automatically re-enable. In terms of notifications,
this is far better than the ‘all or nothing’ approach of disabling
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all notifications for an application in the device settings indefinitely, or blocking notifications from all apps using ‘do not disturb’
mode [42]. Additionally, the new digital wellbeing application will
allow bundling of notifications into a ‘digest’ for applications such
as YouTube so that the user only gets one notification rather than
many throughout the day [39]. Given these tools are built-in, they
make studying the impact of blocking notifications and certain
applications on data demand much easier, and the impact can be
understood at a much finer level (e.g. the data demand impact of
blocking social media application notifications). Yet again, it seems
unlikely these features will be accessible to third party developers,
so customisation and refinement of the features offered in subsequent third-party interventions may not be possible.
Permanent notifications are potentially one way in which an
intervention could highlight to a user how much time they spend
on their device or how much data they are using [94]. These can
be created using the foreground service notification channel or by
implementing an ‘ongoing’ notification which cannot be dismissed
by the user [27, 32]. Showing current screen time, data traffic consumption for certain applications, or total daily throughput for the
device in this way would be highly visible—requiring less motivation for the user to access this information if it was hidden within
another application, making it a powerful tool for interventions to
harness.

3.6

Measuring and managing scrolling

Measuring gesture scrolling has been discussed as one way to determine whether users are engaging with the content they are
consuming [94]. This measurement of scrolling has been carried
out by prior work [55] and can be tracked using the ‘GestureDetector’ [23]. Gaining information from this gesture interaction is tricky,
however. The ‘distance’ and speed in which the user has scrolled
can be approximated, and the application in which the user was
scrolling through can be estimated given the findings in section 3.3—
but it will be difficult to determine what content exactly initiates
users to carry out such scrolls. Qualitative research with users (e.g.
interviews) would help fill this missing knowledge gap, but this
would not help interventions which utilise ‘automatic scrolling’ to
slow down users’ interactions [94]. An additional challenge is that
apps such as Facebook and Instagram offer auto-scrolling (e.g. in
the form of auto-playing the next video), requiring no input from
the user to view the next content or ‘post’; this would effectively
bypass scrolling measurement given they drive the user to consume
more content (and therefore more data) rather than less.

4

IOS SCOPE IN 2020

Unlike Android’s open source nature [9], Apple is much more
restrictive in their iOS runtime and App Store policy. Our iOS development attempts, and research on developer websites and forums,
indicated that many of the potential interventions for moderate
Internet use and reduction of data demand cannot be developed for
Apple mobile devices. For example, Internet access (e.g. through
WiFi toggling) cannot be manipulated as WiFi is a global system
setting that cannot be accessed by third party apps. There are claims
that this restriction is due to fears that malicious apps may enforce
mobile data access by toggling WiFi off, potentially causing the
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device to surpass its mobile data limits thus causing loss of service
or additional expense [75, 84]. Understanding screen time for apps
is also difficult, with the most common methods of using Mobile
Device Management (MDM) or VPN technology becoming more
restricted by Apple; this is due to concerns that gaining this information uses invasive techniques that could put users’ data at
risk [71, 87]. Other restrictions abound: notifications cannot be
turned on or off automatically; ‘do not disturb’ mode cannot be
changed directly by apps; automatically launching apps from the
home screen is not allowed; websites can only be blocked through
Apple’s Safari browser; and a list of running app IDs cannot be
collected without jail-breaking or using private frameworks. These
restrictions therefore make it difficult to do any app-specific data
gathering or interventions of Internet or app use [68, 70].
Perhaps the most important feature for online service interventions is the ability to log data demand in the background to
understand if the moderation of Internet use makes any tangible reduction of data use. However, apps require special permission to run
in the background (e.g. for background fetch, audio VoIP or Bluetooth, or location updates [21]), subsequently meaning background
logging apps would be rejected from the Apple App Store [97].
These factors highlight how iOS is significantly more restrictive
than Android, causing a certain company’s wellbeing app to have
different functionality on the iOS and Android platforms [70]. Further, Apple recently removed many digital wellbeing apps from
their App Store—arguing that they breached app store policies. This
has resulted in speculations of Apple dominating specific features
from other app developers [62, 71, 87], with developers feeling that
the iOS development environment is too limited and leading them
to create petitions to open up the iOS APIs [15, 70].
Some moderate Internet use intervention features (e.g. continuous run permissions) on iOS may be developed and manually
installed on iPhones locally (similar to approaches taken by Lord
et al. [54] and Gordon et al. [40]) to avoid App Store checks and
restrictions. However, accessing other features and deploying remotely at a large scale would require jailbreaking the devices; this
approach has been taken in order to conduct large scale iPhone
usage studies [59]. Such restrictions suggest why investigations
of iOS use are relatively scarce in comparison to Android usage
studies [e.g. 8, 46, 92, 100].

5

DISCUSSION: FROM NOW TO 2030

Based on both the Android and iOS analysis, it is possible to introduce some interventions for moderate Internet use on mobile
devices. However, there are complexities. Whilst Android offers
more functionality than iOS, it is still difficult to gather a complete
picture of data demand (section 3.2) and the functionality to manipulate it (section 3.4), especially with the constantly changing
landscape of allowed APIs and policies. In order for data demand
reductions discussed in sustainable HCI to be easily adopted by
researchers across HCI (e.g. in digital wellbeing), as well as for
data traffic to be more explicitly considered going forward, we now
discuss two illustrative pathways for mobile OS designers and developers: option 1) building in more support within the operating
system, where the OS would expose analytics but retain control of
data traffic monitoring and manipulation; or option 2) opening up

to the community, whereby data traffic monitoring and manipulation is made more accessible to app developers. In both cases, these
obviously come with the caveat of requiring the OS companies’ cooperation; if not, regulatory enforcement (e.g. through technology
policy) may be required. However, we hope that, through these
options, mobile OS and app developers will begin to explore data
demand reductions through more moderate Internet use, and that
the community will be more equipped for ensuring sustainable data
traffic in 2030.

5.1

Option 1: Building in more support

As Android and iOS have developed over the past decade, the broad
trend has been to close down the ability for apps to monitor other
apps’ cellular and WiFi network traffic volume, screen time, and
CPU (Central Processing Unit) time; all three of these are useful
proxies for estimating the resources needed to support an app, from
within the device, and across the network and data centre. Privacy
reasons have most often been used to justify removing apps’ ability
to monitor one another. This has affected some battery and CPU
profiling apps, and also significantly affected apps used to manage
and reflect upon screen time, or address addictive behaviour.1 These
have been replaced with built-in functions like the ‘Battery’ and
‘Screen Time’ sections of iOS’s Settings.
However, the removed ability to monitor per-app network traffic
volume has not been replaced in such a way. In this area, there is
some promise for iOS, through the ‘Low Data Mode’. The explanatory text for this reads, “Low Data Mode helps reduce Wi-Fi and
mobile data usage. When Low Data Mode is turned on, automatic
updates and background tasks, such as Photos syncing, are paused.”
But iOS and Android need to go much further to support energyconscious usage of data-intensive online services. Similar to ‘Screen
Time’, a ‘Data Traffic’ section could be added to the OS Settings to
allow reflection for more moderate Internet use. Here, users could
look at the per-app attribution of traffic volume, and perhaps even
inspect how much of each app’s data was auto-loaded (e.g. delivery
of adverts or auto-play of videos on social networking sites), as
opposed to resulting from user actions. As with ‘Battery’, the user
might be able to view the traffic volume for the past 24 hours, and
daily averages for the past week or month. It might be possible to
throttle traffic for given applications, allowing users to find the data
rates that support what they want to do, without the app gorging
on data. And finally, the user would be able to set preferences for
specific types of traffic: video and audio streaming could be set to
lower rather than the highest resolutions; OS updates could be set
to not download until requested; updates could be set to be once a
month per app, maximum; and cloud backups of photos could be
set to be lower resolution ones. Throttling, updates and resolution
controls could all be set automatically with an ‘Eco Data’ mode
switch at the top of the ‘Data Traffic’ section.

5.2

Option 2: Opening up to the community

Option 2 for iOS and Android mobile operating systems—taking a
much more open-source approach—is allowing other mobile platform developers to create their own moderate Internet use interventions by 2030. Android already offers some functionality for
1 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/27/technology/apple-screen-time-trackers.html
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this software, and is in fact forcing Android mobile phone manufacturers (e.g. Sony, Samsung) to create digital wellbeing apps in
Android 9 that fit to their standards [58]; this is a positive move
given there is potential to reduce data demand through these digital
wellbeing tools [97]. However, there is still movement required for
both iOS and Android to make it easier to develop in this space
by: 1) improving API capability transparency; 2) enabling Internet
manipulations; and 3) creating permissions to collect data usage.
5.2.1 API capability transparency. By 2030, mobile platform developers need to make the capabilities of their APIs more transparent.
Whilst there is an abundance of information online for developing
services (e.g. on the developer libraries, programming forums), finding out whether specific Internet intervention features are possible
is still incredibly time-consuming and complex. The analysis in this
paper alone took at least one working month of researcher time,
which highlights the time potentially wasted for many developers
working in this space. Instead of primarily focusing on specific
library functions and relying on websites such as Stack Overflow to
help decipher whether a moderate Internet use intervention feature
is possible, we position that mobile platform developers should also
offer information about what features can or cannot be created. Of
course, this is difficult to achieve for all uses of mobile operating
systems, but this could easily be introduced for the development
of digital wellbeing tools. Furthermore, if a feature isn’t available,
such information on why this is the case should also be made clear
to developers—improving the transparency of the platform and
avoiding potentially negative responses towards it (e.g. as with iOS
and their digital wellbeing restrictions [15, 70]). This would all save
time for developers, researchers, and create a positive development
environment for the community.
5.2.2 Internet manipulations. In order to embed data demand reductions within moderate Internet use interventions by 2030, we
need to ensure that iOS and Android operating systems allow more
mechanisms for manipulating Internet access, traffic and speed.
This is particularly required across different apps, so that we can
create more tailored approaches for users. However, we do not
suggest tailoring by access type: we should treat WiFi and mobile
data intervention features as one, removing the concern of users
incurring high data costs (as discussed in our analysis, sections 3.4
and 4). Despite the additional data required to track to manipulate
traffic and the associated privacy concerns, this can actually utilised
to enhance users’ privacy if used ethically. For example, data traffic
from apps at particular times and to different domains could be
visualised to users to better highlight what apps do in the ‘background’ [94]—building on work that aims to raise users’ awareness
of their online data use and privacy [52, 91, 98]. Furthermore, such
transparency and facilities to fully turn Internet access off for certain apps would enable users to have more control over when data
is shared—particularly as this could be their personal data used for
data analytics and advertising.
5.2.3 Accessing permissions to collect data usage. If option 2 was to
be considered by companies such as Google and Apple, there will of
course be security trade-offs. There could be privacy implications
surrounding collecting Internet traffic and also potentially negative
ways that Internet access, traffic and speed could be manipulated.
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For example, a company app could throttle the bandwidth for their
competition’s app and drive away their users. Internet traffic data
could also be used to further understand users through data analytics and manipulate adverts accordingly to drive user consumption.
Given this, we note that mobile operating systems in 2030 will
need to include additional permissions to access these features for
moderate Internet use interventions. Similar to how iOS apps require permissions to continuous background execution from Apple,
developers in this space would require special permissions to access
and manipulate Internet traffic. This would put additional work
on mobile platform providers such as Apple and Google to assess
whether an app should have access to this feature, and perhaps this
would also require regulation to ensure mobile OS providers themselves use this accordingly (e.g. through additions to the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [44]); but we see this as the
only way forward to ensure ethical use of these features for more
sustainable, moderate Internet use.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analysed developer websites and forums to
uncover the plausibility of developing moderate Internet use interventions for reducing data demand on iOS and Android. Specifically,
we have delved into detail on what features can be explored on
Android and offered an explanation of how iOS is currently too
restrictive in this design space. Given the complexities of this work,
we have offered two ways forward for mobile operating providers:
1) to continue as a closed system, leaving the control for embedding data demand reductions in the hands of companies such as
Google and Apple; or 2) to make this space more open-source, ensuring clear and ethical use of moderate Internet use interventions
through more transparent API information, Internet manipulation
features, and access permissions. We hope that our analysis will
break down barriers for researchers working in moderating digital
technology use (e.g. in digital wellbeing) to consider data demand
in their interventions, and more importantly, that mobile operating
systems will begin to work towards ensuring more sustainable data
traffic on their platforms by 2030.
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